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Concert Notes by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Polyphonic Spree, David Bowie  Budweiser Events Center 4/25/04 

 

Polyphonic Spree- 24 members take stage in flowing white robes, like choir members, center 

figure very energetic vocalist/leader…from first moment, everybody on stage is busy moving to 

music, jumping up and down, pumping arms in air, grooving, lots of instruments- full harp, flute, 

trombone, trumpet, percussion section ala concert band, drums, guitars, violin, two keyboards, 

Theremin, multi-member choir…positive energy, words all for positive gain, feeling of religious 

revival, people not used to the positive expression, lots of arm waving, come-ons to join in, lots 

of repetition, build to a climax, then break down to build up again, use of choruses from “Ride 

Captain Ride” by Blues Image plus Bowie words (“The sun machine is coming down…and 

we’re going to have a party”) lots of bright lights trained on audience, lots of white light…singer 

jumping up on ramps, spreading legs between two ramps, constantly moving, swaying to music, 

large banner across top of stage…positive art, meant to inspire with hippie like “Be strong, be 

good, have to be two thousand places at once…” feeling of some kind of cult/conspiracy of 

positive…people in choir in robes, but different color/cuts of hair indicate there’s all types 

 

Bowie- brings whole stage and light set up…band enters across top cat walk, silhouetted against 

big panoramic screen…preceded by some animation based on filmed figures, Bowie and band 

jamming…lights on, first chords to Rebel Rebel, joyous welcome…Bowie very talkative 

throughout the evening…talked about the Bud center- “this is out in the middle of a field…I got 

lost out there with the grass and cows, a couple of girls out there, still lost…someone in audience 

had program from Elephant Man…Bowie explains that he played Elephant Man and before it 

opened on Broadway, they tried it out in Denver…Bowie stops show to sign the booklet…also 

mentioned being in “Denver” several times recently, said would try to play some songs didn’t 

play before…also mentioned the “Tattered bloody Cover” and buying a reference 

book…Bowie’s initial dress, a coat with tails, but ragged, stringy, with ragged tie, hair cut…very 

talkative, very much into the role of being David Bowie, seemed pleased to be on stage, very 

comfortable, almost informal between tunes, but did not affect the performances…”Cactus” 

several other tunes from “Heathen” including opening tune with extended instrumental 

jam…”Cactus hard rock and roll, still effective..Bowie still makes resonating 

material…”Fashion” some of that deep electronic type funk and humor “beep beep”…”All the 

Young Dudes” get crowd into waving arms, singing along, triumphant moment…”Try Some 

Buy Some” unusual choice of a George Harrison song, fits with the art of the night…starts 

“China Girl” in Chinese, that guttural language, stops…”Oh we should have done it in Mandarin, 

not Cantonese for the people in Denver”…does song in English, but adds a few Chinese lyrics 

too, very dramatic, Bowie has a knack for creating that thin little riff, musical figure that offers 

just enough instrumental distinction but doesn’t get in way of voice…”Fame” deep and 

funky…lights flashing, turning, churning, mixing colors, going bright…during slowest numbers 

the lights given a chance to slow down…screen above drum riser and screens higher up project 

different angles on band/Bowie, also animation, some images synched to songs, one where 

Bowie is wandering in a surrealistic forest…”The Loneliest Guy” a good slow bit of 

playacting…Bowie is anything but lonely, but plays part with enough drama to make it 



believable like an actor…digging back…”The Man Who Sold the World”…”Pressure” 

fingersnapping…”Ashes to Ashes”…from “Hunky Dory” “Quicksand”…shows an amazing 

breadth of Bowie’s career, the advantage to associating himself with art is that even the strange 

early psychedelic stuff with crazy lyrics still has some resonance…great effective climax to 

show is “I’m Afraid of Americans” deep driving rock with video/animation figures on 

screen…Bowie explains beforehand that he really isn’t afraid of all Americans- like those at the 

shows…still a political type statement couched as a song…like show with Moby, this tune is one 

of Bowie’s strongest…But then encore lets loose with four powerful older tunes- “Hang On” 

very catchy…”Five Years” dramatic and swaying…”Suffragette City” great rock, “Ziggy 

Stardust” approaching grandeur…Bowie comfortable presenting old art, keeping it 

fresh/alive…mixing it all together, still a contempo5rary artist, Bowie straddling the centuries as 

an artist…remaining vital, still incorporating his own earlier visions, but with a contemporary 

attitude, far from being nostalgia, or classic rock…Bowie thanked audience often, said they had 

come back so often to Denver, they considered it “one of our towns”…Earl Slick as guitarist 

putting the edge in the arrangements, he’s making otherworldly sounds with guitar, filling in, 

howling on top, digging deep underneath, Bowie introduces him as being with him since 1974, 

introduces keys player as being with him since 1972…at show, met Tom from Loveland 

museum, Bill Tremblay poet…lots of older fans, rocking though…a kind of charged atmosphere, 

people keyed up, maybe because they all hope for certain things, but don’t quite know what to 

expect…great he brought full gear (matchbox did not bring big gear to their show at the Bud 

Center)…Bud center felt great, small compared to most Denver arenas…sound was not too bad, 

but loud… 


